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ABSTRACT
An exact generaL scheme Is described to calculate the m-particle n-hole
fermion level densities for an arbitrary single particle Hamiltonian
taking into account the Pauli exclusion principle.

This technique is

applied to obtain level densities of the three dimensional isotropic
harmonic oscillator âeniclassicalLy in the Thotnas-Fenni approach.
In addition, we study the l-parcicle 1-hoLe Level density of the WoodsSaxon potential.

For the ha noonic oscillator we analyze the température

dependence of the linear response function and the influence of pairing
r

correlations on the l-parcicle î-nole level density, inally, a Taylor
expansion method of the tn-particle n-hole LeveL densities is discussed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The accurate knowledge of level densities is important in nuclear
reaction theory.

The spreading width of giant resonances « for instance,

involves che knowledge of the low energy tail of Che density of two
particle - two hole excitations.

Level densities with equal number of

particles and holes are also of interest for instance in the study of
precompound reactions [1,2].

On the other hand, the level densities

associated with unequal number of particLes and holes find their applica
tion in the calculation of shell model optical potentials [3].

Most of the theoretical work [4-3] is based on statistical models to
yield approximate level density formulas and some of "hem do not incor
porate the Paul! exclusion principle.

As such» they cannot be employed

for low energies.

In this work, -e describe a general scheme developed earlier [9] which
permits to calculate exactly arbitrary

m-parcicle n-hoie excitations

for any type of single particle Hamiitonians.

We explicitly take into

account the Pauli exclusion principle for fermions.

The derivation of

the so ne ne is discussed in Section 2.

In Section 3, we apply our scheme in the semiclassical Thomas Fermi (TF)
approximation [10] to calculate all m-parcicle n-hole (mp-nh) level
densities up to m,n * 5 of the three dimensional isotropic harmonic
oscillator (HO) and compare them with the exact quantum results.

The

TF approximation has already been applied in Ref. [11] to the analytic
calculation of I-partiele 1-hole (lp-Ih) and 2-particLe 2-hoLe (2p-2h)
level densities and it has been found that the results reproduce precise!
the average of the quantum calculation.

Furthermore, in Section 4. we calculaca semiclassically the Ip-lh Levei
density of the Woods-Saxon potencial.

We investigate the influence of

finite temperature and of pairing correlations on the Ip-lh level density
of the KO in Seccions 3 and 6, respectively. In Section 7 a method is
presented to Taylor expand the mp-nh level densities. This expansion
may be important for practical purposes. Section 8 contains the conclusions.

2.

DERIVATION OF AN ITERATION FORMULA FOR MANY-PARTICLE MANY-HOLE LEVEL
DENSITIES

Tne definition of che m-particle n-hole level density for fermions as a
function of che energy E is :
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•..-here che a+n fold sura extends over a l l p a r t i c l e s t a t e s (labelled by
the indices p. thr ugh p ) with che r e s t r i c t i o n pj <•••< p , and similarly
for the hole s t a t e s h.
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ire to avoid multiple counting of the same terms and to honor the Pauli
exclusion principle. The c. are the eigenvalues of che single particle
Hacilconian H. Equation (2.1) can be rewritten as :
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By introducing the proper step functions, the particle states are guaranteed to lie above the Fermi energy e_, and the hole states below. We
replaced che summation indices p. and h. by u. and u. to indicate that
each of them runs now over all particle and bole states. He introduced

also che product eigenscates with the propercy
H, IU1...W,,. «....V > - C , IU....U,,. « i . „ V

(2.J)
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. v.,..v
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A convenient representation of che level density is obtained by applying
a Fourier transform (Ë * c, uith che de finie ion 6"Lc/ti) to Eq. (2.2) i
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i.e. che result Eactorizes into a particle component
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Note chat if che sums in Eqs, (2,5) and (2.6) were unrestricted, one
could write A and ~- simplv as traces. However, it it possible to
m
n
'
express A and "• in terras of traces, bv observing the foLLowing. A
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n
r

restricted sum over two indices of a function f can be written as an
unrestricted sum minus a sum over the diagonal terms and divided by two
to take into account double counting. To simplify our notation, we def"
aH
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u
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and note chat Eq. (2.5) for two particles can then be written as
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The sua with negative sign arises from the face that we have to subtract
from che unrestricted sura the terns with •-. • 'M,. -. • --, and J
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The last sum over terms with u, • U-> * u, has to be added twice» since
the three sums subtracted contains each these terms, but the unrestricted
sum only contains them once.

The factor 1/3! is due to compensation

for overcounting, i.e. terras with A^U^ etc., which occur 3! times for
three indices.

Nota, chat in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) the sums on Che right hand sid- are
now unrestricted and therefore can be written as traces.

For an arbi-

trary number of indices we obtain from combinatorics the following
Iteration
atior formulae for a new set of functions A
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The Fourier transformed level densicy is Chen
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are completely determined by the iteration

procedure» Eqs. (2.10) through (2.14), as is the level density, Eq. (2.15).
Note that Level densities of the form g
meeting •-• (.•) » 1 or -A~)

. and g

h

are obtained by

* '» respectively, as follows

immediately

from Eq. (2.1).
The above equations are valid for level densities of any (single particle)
Haniltonian.

We emphasize that in the case I * o, the sums which are

subtracted in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) are the correction terms due to the
Pauii exclusion principle (because they subtract terms with equal
indices, compare with £qs. (2.8) and (2.9)).

tie now proceed to apply

.hese equations to a particular case.

3.

SEMICLASS1CAL LEVEL DENSITIES OF THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

'.*'e consider the three dimensional isotropic Harmonic Oscillator HarailtonLan

(3.1)

-ic'n -

the nucléon mass and « the oscilLacor constant,
o

o

Z'-.x-è serciclassical (Thomas-Fermi) approximation in lowest order in ti [10]
is obtained by replacing the operator H. by its classical counterpart
and the traces in Eqs. (2.11) - (2.15) by integrations over phase space,
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where d denotes the spin degeneracy of fermions, d - 2.

(3.2)

In this work,

we do not take into account isospin degeneracy.

In the semiclassical approximation Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) become
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Then the level densities g
.(E) are obtained wlch the help of Lcerampnn
tion formulae Eqs. (2.11) and (.2.12) and by an inverse Fourier transform
of Eq. (2.15), which can be done analytically, since it involves only
v

terms of the type e
(.,-

F i " which transform to 5(E-uc )<E-uc_) "" /(v-IJ!

intergers. *»o, „=o, + ! , . . . ) •

For che special cases of Ip-lh and ?p-2h excitations the level densities
have been derived Ln Kef. [11]

already.

For higher order level densi-

ties the analytical expressions obtained front the iteration procedure
become prohibitively Lengthy co be calculated by hand.

Therefore we

made use of che computer code REDUCE [121, which allows for analytical
treatment of complicated expressions,

J. i.

Résulta

ïn c^.e following we present s one results and compare then with the
ixac: quantum Level densities.

In orcer co derive che quantum values

•»e rewrite tq. (2.1) as
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arguments of the products are the degeneracy factors D („) and D^(,)
of available parcicle and hole states.

These are obtained by observing

chat e.?. the first particle created In level u has d-(„+l)/2 available
positions, but che second one, if created in Che sane level, has only
cLU-Ml/i - I left.

Care has to be taken explicitly at the Fermi Level,

which might be only partiaLly filled in the groundstate of a given system.

Equatior. (3.5) is then evaluated numerically by representing

each delta function by Its integrated value to obtain che average behaviour of the exact level density.

Due to the necessary multiple summa-

tions the computation time increases sharply with increasing particlehol<3 multiplicities.

the tvo examples depicted in Fig. I, g. ,. and g~ (the latter is defined
beLow) exhibit an excellant overall agreement of the seraiclassical with
ch<! average exact results.

The curves in this figure as In ail following

ones iwich the exception of the Woods-Saxon potentLaL) are calculated
for a system of -0 fermions (no isospin considered).

The Fermi energy

cjr closed shell systems is given quantum mechanically by the relation

( « y ^ è î - i (&)•*»
3.2.

(3.6)

The Paul! Exclusion Principle

We now turn to the influence of the Pauli principle.

In Fig. 2, the

Lower curve shows the compLete level density g, ., as a function of
the energy, whereas the upper curve represents the direct terms, i.e.
is not corrected for che Pauli principle (see che remark below).

The

upper curve deviates by a factor of abouc 4 at E/fiUg » 5, and a factor
of about 1.4 at E/"h"-J * 50.
0

energies.

The deviation gets smaller for higher

It is also smaller for lower order excitations (e.g. for

g

3

.. it is 352 at E/-ftw - 5 and 1?5 at E/1fa> » 30» and for %->„
0

only 7% at E/1Li

* 5 and 52 at E / W J

2h

0

0

* ,50).

it is

This behaviour is readily

understandable» since for higher excitation energies more states are
accessible, therefore the Pauli principle becomes less importanc for
a given level density.

On che other hand, if comparing different level

densities, at the same energy» those with more particles or holes are
xore afrecced by che Pauli principle, since more particles (holes) have
Co be distributed anion? the available levels.

3.3.

Level Densities with Equal Number of Particles and Holes

In Fig. 3 we show the level density g
(uppermost curve).

.. (lowest curve) through g

g o 5 h

As should be expected, the leveL densities differ

by orders of magnitude, since the available phase space increases
drasticalLy with the order of particle-hole excitations.
range of 2

The energy

alwavs extends from zero to infinity.

Depositing a given amount of energy E in a system of many particles
ia a potential excites all np-nh states which are above their respective
thresnoLds.

Therefore» we show the sum

in Fig. 4 and compare it to che well-known statistical formula [13]

where we calculate the Fermi energy E_ semiclassically from the particle
number N in the HO,

€„= Optica,

(3.9,

We wane to point out chat Eq. (3.3) has been derived from the grand
canonical ensemble with fluctuating particle number, whereas our microcanonical formalism conserves particle number.

Although, the overall agreement in Fig. 4 of the sum (3.7) with the
statistical formula (3.6) up to an energy of ^ 5 litj is excellent,
the statistical prediction lies above the semiclasaical one for higher
excitations because we did not cake into account excitations higher than
j?-5h.

Although the diagram shows only excitations below ofiug» the

quantum mechanical threshold for ôp-ôh excitations, the seoiclassical
6p-6h excitation LâveL densitv does have a contribution below 6flw , since
it describes only an average behaviour.

Therefore* g. ,.

should have

b**n included in the sum of Eq. (3.7) even for energies below ôfiui .
for a finite nucleus with 5 particles, on the other hand, the summation
up to 5p-5h excitations yields the correct seroiclassical level density,
and *-e see on Fig. •* quite strong deviations from the statistical
formula (3.81 for E -- 5nu .
o

These deviations come from finite size

«ffeccs which are correctly treated in our theory.

3.i.

Level Densities with Cnequal S'umber of Particles and Holes

Level densities g

. for m ï* n are, for instance, used in calculating

the optical potential [3], whereas multi-particle and multi-hole level
densities, ?.
and e , , are of interest for open shell nuclei.
np
nn
-

latter are defined as

for the particles (t

4, E < =°) and
c

^ <£)*£.*fc-3L O

The
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for che holes (0 4 E < •:_), «here -; and £ have the same meaning as
F
p
h
9

u

before.

The sum of che particle and che hole densities,

can be expressed, using che definition, Eq. (2.1). as

Ihis sutK Is shown in Fig. 5 for n • 2 to 5.
ac E • n:-

t

Each g

decreases sharply

che matching point, of che respective particle and hole

densities, due Co depletion of phase space ac chis point.
range of g

n

The energy

excends from zero to infinicy.

Finally, ve show mp-nh level densicies for m f n (m,n j* 0) in Fig. 6.
Aeain, ve include g

,(E) and %

E

U

<" )

L a

o n

e curve.

The results

are defined in che range -»<E<+», and the level densicies have again

i.

ON'E-FARTICLE 0XE-H0LE LEVEL DENSITY IS THE WOODS-SAXON POTENTIAL

The iteration scheme derived in Section 2 is vary convenienc for Level
densities of che HO, since the results can be derived analytically.
However, it is interesting to consider che more realistic case of a
nucLear Moods-Saxon potential.

Here, che calculations cannoc be performed

analytically, so we concentrate on one special case, che Iplh level
density.

He scare directly from che definition» £q. (2.2), by use of

che spherical Woods-Saxon Hamiltonian for H.,
I,

Hi-£-V.(,*«p(!id!)Y- v
+

(4.1)

- IJ -

with
4

Vî = "V£(.t***/»(-W)"'

< -"

The constant V. i-s chosen for convenience to shift the bottom of the
potential, to the zero of the energy.

We cake a frequently used set of

parameters [101 Cor the depth of the potential, V

- SO XtV, the

diffuseness, a • U.5 fm, and the nuclear radius R • A

x 1.2 ftc,

where A is the nuclear mass number.
The Fermi energy -- in Che step functions of Eq. (2.2) is calculated
semiclassicaUy from the single particle level density via the conditio

A' j «'£*<€')
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(4.4)

The semiclass Leal expression for cha Ip-lh level density becomes, after
Integration over momenta and angles,

["

(4.5)

where the bar after the square bracket denotes the differei^e of the
quantity in square brackets at

mint:s tus value àt

6 = 6. « wm[0; - B f F-Y*V.(tt**pU-rVa)f ? / W
;

{ 4 - 7 )

- 13 -

The quanticy B is defined as

Ô * [\£ f/*e-.p(Xi-fV«))"-^(1««/>(x,-R,/&))"-E]/*,w.
and we use che standard value flu * A

i*-*>

x 41 MeV in units of which we

express the energies.

The maxi.nun: value contained in Eq. (4.7) results from the step funccions
and the Integrated delca function of expression (2.2).

The integral

over Xj in. Eq. (-.3), however, diverges» as do all level densities oE
the ïVoods-Saxon potential.

This is due to the infinité continuum

contribution which ue have to subtract.

In practice, it is done as

follows ; ue perforin che x. integration up to a finite value of " ,
say x

.

Far outsi.de of the potential well che integrand is not depen-

dent on the depth of the well anymore, i.e. its contribution to the
level densitv becomes identical to chat obtained with V = 0. We subtract
o
cr.^refore che level density calculated for a constant potential with

level density becomes independent of x
prdsenced in Fig. 7,

.

This is the quantity g. ,.

To be consistent with che level densities shown

above, we caLculate g, .. again for 40 fermions, say neutrons, for a
nucleus with A - 60.

In contrast with the HO case, che Woods-Saxon level density decreases
for large energies due co che subtraction procedure, since che influence
of the potential becomes less important for highet excitation energies.
"he maximum of the curve lies below the Fermi energy c

(indicated by

an arrow in Fig. 7).

As a matter of fact, if one treated the excitation of np-nh levels as
they come about in a nuclear reaction more accurately, no substruction

procedure would be necessarv;

instead the finite range in momentum

space of the nucleon-nucleon force would not allow for excitation too
hi^h into the continuum,

For example, excitation of 2p-lh states In

elastic nucléon scattering shows qualitatively a quite similar behaviour
as the one given in Tig. 7 [31.

The subtraction procedure for finite

potentials can therefore be viewed as an approximate account of twobody scattering processes.

5.

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE NUCLEAR LINEAR RESPONSE FUNCTION

Evidently the one-particle one-hole level density is direccly related Co
the free (non interacting) nuclear response function [10] which is
needed for the calculation of collective nuclear states*

The temperature

dependence of these itates seems to be accessible experimentally now
and it is therefore interesting to study Che temperature dependence
of the nuclear response function (aiore precisely of its imaginary part).

In a nucleus ar finite temperature T Che distribution of nucléons is
net anymore confined to Lie below the Fermi energy, but is "smeared out";
i.e.
the

there is a certain probability for nucléons to be in a state above
F^rni level.

SemiclassLcaLly» this effect Is taken into account by

replacing the step function distributions by Fermi distributions [1H],
defined as

To calculate t!-.e linear response function ac finite température one has
now to include the graph which interchanges the role of particle and
hole in the Fermi functions.

«T CE)= SL</-i'l(e C'i.-<fiact,-H )-e (v£ ie ft«-ij ,))
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and remark that the subtracted quantity in Eq. (5*2) varlshes at T - 0.

In che semiclassical approximation, Eq* (S.2) can be rewritten for the
HÛ as single integral

(e^t.E-fr^fcf-o-evft-we^-e-tt).

(5>3)

The temperature dependence of Eq. (5.3) up to T • 20 MeV is s-.own in
Fig. 8 (che value of the oscillator constantly
V.'oods-Saxon case).

is fixed as .n the

The response function increases. monotonicaLly with

temperature due to increasing thermal fluctuations:.

A similar behaviour

has been observed for the température dependence of the imaginary
pare of the opcicaL potential [IV], which contains lp-2h and 2p-lh excitations.

6.

THE INFLUENCE OF PAIRING CORRELATIONS ON THE ONE-PARTICLE OME-HOLE
LEVEL DENSITY

In the case of a pure pairing force, BCS theory L15,101 Leads co
"sneered out" occupai:ion probabilities, as in the finite temperature
case.

The step functions in Eq. (2.2) have to be replaced by the

corresponding BCS expressions.

The lp-Ih level density thus becomes

•J i t h

*-'i "

<6

Jf^
2E

--

)

(5.3)

t

6;-" VG^Sz?

(6.4)

where j is che pairing cap which we assume to cake on the cotiSLanc
valu-* I MeV.
In che l i a i t i - 0, Eq. (6.1) reduces to Eq. (2.2) for nt - n - I.
All che integrations in Eq. (6.1) except one can be performed analy
t i c a l l y in che case of a HO potential to yield

(£*-t>CO)\ee«-aCu)f> © C l C f ^ * u - E )[re-u)Ci4-(>Cui) *

a ( 1

.,

M

(6.5)
with

(6.6)

bo«) - / V - ^ '

(6.7)

The comparison of Eq. (6,5) with the lp-lh level density without
pairing correlations is shown in Fig. 9.

As expected» the curve with

pairing lies below the one without pairing and sets in ac the energy
2i (narked by an arrow).

7.

A TAYLOR EXPANSION FOR THE SEMI-CLASSICAL mp-nh LEVEL DENSITIES

In this section, we present a method Cor calculating the different
power terms in a Taylor expansion of the semi-classical mp-nh level
densities.

This can be of importance in solving actual problems.

In a representation independent way, the semi-classical mp-nh level
density at zero temperature is defined as follows :

where -:„ is the Fermi energy and H the single particle Harailtonian.

A Taylor expansion of (7.1) is not straightforward : due to the presence
of che theta and the delta functions, an artless attempt towards a
Taylor expansion leads very early to unmanageable singularities;
namely, to products of delta functions and/or their derivatives.

However, a proper Taylor expansion of the semi-classical level densities
can be constructed when one takes Che following steps :
a)

One generalizes the definicion far the level densities by introdu

cing a new function ^

n

_(E) such that

(7.2a)

tjAe-»» w>">7= *ue*>

And

The generalization (7.2) Cor the definition of che Level densities is
iiiotivaced by che cLose relation between che level densicies and the
free nuclear response function [10]; namely che level densities are the
imaginary part of the corresponding free responses.

In particular, for

ai+n * even, the level densities relate to boson-like responses, a
property which determines the minus sign in the c.h.s, of (7.2a};
on che other hand, wl.en m+n =» odd, the level densities relate co
fermion-like responses, a property which establishes the plus sign in
Eq. (7.2bi.

When S >•

(yn-vri&

»

c n e

second g-tera in the r.h*s, of C7.2) is zero;

ho-ever, this terra is essential for the cancellation of the intermédiare
singularities appearing when one expands each g-term separately.

b)

For every single particle Index, one makes che substitution

(7.3a)

(7.3b)

where r. and p. are che position and momentum of the corresponding
single parcicle.

V(r.) is che nuclear mean field potential which, henceforth, will be
approximated by an isotropic harmonic oscillator,

i _»

VOj ) = £»,«£#

».3e)

E

Then cne can integrate over the angLe varUbLas and express g u * >
on

solely through the single particle energies e-.

The integration over

the angles is simplified by using the formula giving the surface area,
S , of a v-dimenslonaL sphere, i.e.

1=
c)

*r* _

GM).'

One introduces centre-of-mass variables.

For example, for the Ip-lh

case, cne introduces new variables h and e such that

« « - * * = »»
,
£ s r,^e
1 +

a

]
>
J.

(7.5)

Tor the 2p-lh case, one introduces three new variab'.es, .h,e and a,
such that

For the 2p-2h case, one has four variables, h, e, a and b, such that

(7.7)

d)

After having completed step c ) , one sees that all the theta functions

in Eq. (7.1) depend on the variable h and, as a resuit successive diffe
J

rentiations with respect to h will yield
singularities.

additional undesirable

However, by using the properties Df the theta function,

one can solve this difficulty.

Specifically, one writes the product

of N theta functions as a sun of N terms, each term being the product

of N cheta functions among which only one depends on che variable h.
For example

&0>-A )e(A -/\ )e(A -Aj) +
9(K-fla)9(fl,-A )eCA4-A ) +
1

t

â

1

1

5

(7.8)
e)

One expands the delta function of Eq. (7.1) in a formal layLor

expans ion;

name Ly

S(E-h) =SCh)-£S'(h)-,-^S"(h)-^ £"(*!)+...

(7.9,

Illustrative Examples
We wilL illustrate che previously described method by presenting several
simple examples.

Henceforth, for simplicity» we will set the degeneracy

facter d. equal to unity.

1st Example
As a first example» we calculate che first four terms in the lp-!.h level
density.

Using the definition (7.1) and step b ) , we find

ifih

J
After che introduction of che centre-of-mass variables (7-5), eq. (7.10)
can be written

(7.II)

where the variable k is

Me utilize now the expansion (7.9) for the delta function 6(E-h), as
well as the properties for the derivatives of the delta and the theta
functions.

(i)

For the aeroth order term, we find

lfciA

= (faflÂa+t f{MW)+9i-t)Mk)} = 0.

(7

F

(ii)

-

l3a)

Far the first order term, we £iaa

ce)

C ~h> i

i U f(H)

e(

M

%,{h)

~ £ÎK^ - Hwi

.4
(ill)

The even power terms (j. 2) La the expansion of g. , (E) exhibit
h

singularities which, however, cancel when the corresponding contributions
of 8| | (-E) are s u b t r a c t (Eq. (?.2a) in step a)).
h

<iv)

Far the Lhird order tern, we have

(E)

V ~"^<w

(7.130

The physical lp-th level density is given by Eq. (7.2a).

Taking into

consideration Eq. (7,13), one finds the final result

(7.14a)
r

-to

. _\

~ < « ._v

^V*

«V*

_<U , -v

^

-4
£=

(^

<7.14b)

(7.14c)

(7.14d)

The result (7.14) for Che Ip-lh Level density in an harmonic potential
at zero temperature agrees with Eq. (5b) of Réf. £11] .
2nd Example
As a second example, we calculate the (E-e_)

term in the 2p-lh level

density.

After che Integration over the angles, the definition (7.1) yields

9

-1

^J^jj^e(i i )m-^%'k)^-\-%.^)

(£-O-C-*K)

**

c F

J

(7AS)

The integral in Eq. (7.15) depends only on che parameters E and £_.
Since che dimensions in energy of chis integral are eight, che term
(E-O

must have a coefficient proportional to e_.

2
6
results by setting (ç.s.s-j) * z„.

This factor e

2
Thus, when calculating che (E-e..)

term, instead of the function S ^ n l h ^ '

o c i e

c

a

n u

s

e t

n

e

^

u n c c

i°

n

l çe-v = -L {^Ji^rW^^-h)^-^)-

(

Introducing the new variables of Eq. (7.6), one can write the product
of the three theca functions in (7.16) as follows (step d}) :

(7.17)

Expanding the delta function ;(E—:_-h) and using Eq. (7.17), one gets
2
for che (E-e„) term from Eq. (7,16)
C

h

§ V_ \ J L ifzâsT (juU<a ecvg e^-^ec^-s,) ^ )
£

=

,,

6)

Ue now use the definition (7.2b) which gives the physical 2plh level
density.

We find

(Noce Chat the result (7.19) agrees with £q. (2.6) of Ref. 3). The setting
of (-.£.£-) * e- Ln Eq, (7.15) was a short cut to avoid unnecessarily
lengthy algebra here. The reader can check that the result (7.19) for
•J

Che (E-ï )" term is also found when the full expressions giving the
c

single particle energies as functions of h, k and a ara used.
3rd Example
As the third example, we show that no pure I term contributes to the
Iplh level density at finite temperatures.
The rules developed for the zero temperature limit apply as well to
che case of finite temperature;

however, instead of the theta functions,

one now Dust use in (7.1) the corresponding Fermi distributions in
conjuncrion with the Sommerfeld expansion, KC*

-fu o = ecE-M + ^

*~*
'
* r*-y+•
1

r

(7.20)

Instead of Eq. (7.10) for the zero temperature case, one has in the
finite temperature case the following expression for che intermediary
function g, (E,T) :
pln

r]=(

&

%

l^ ^\kk<i^F- ^^-^ ^-^

(7,2I)

Obviously, che same transformation to the centre of mass variables (7.5)
will be used.

From Eq. (7.21), when using the SommerfeLd expansion (7.20), one gets
for the pure T

contribution.

The r.h.s. of Eq. (7.22) exhibits a singularity.

However, according

(T j
to the rule (7.2a), the physical quantity C: i_<E.T) giving the pure
I

term in the Iplh Level density is finite and, in particular, s-*ro;

namely.

Thus, one sees that t'-.ere is no
dens Ley.

pure T

contribution in the >plh Level

Moreover, since, according to (7.2a), only odd powers of E

can be different from zero and since the dimensions in energy of the
integral In (7.21) are five, the lowest nonvanishing temperature contrii 2
but ion should be a cerm a£ the form E~T .
4th Example
As a fourth example, we calculate the E -term in the 2p2h level density,
a quantity important for the damping of giant resonances.

After the integration over the angles, the definition (7,1) yields

^

.

J

The integral in eq. (7.24} depends only on the parameters E and £-.
Since the dimensions in energy of this integral are eleven, the term E

(7.2

muse hav<= a coefficient proportional to e ° . This faccor e ° results
7
8
3
by settiig (e.SjC.e,)" - s • Thus, «hen calculating the E term.
F

F

f

instead •>( the function gj-ah' ''
5

o n e

c a n

u s e

c n e

.

E u n c c i

^.-

-

o n

..C/rS

S

L\K

2 ce) = A - V > A 0CV«»O WrV <XV« *V«0 < " -

(7.25)

Introducing che new variables of eq. (7.7). one can vri.ee Che produce
of the four eheea functions in (7.25) as follows (step d) :

e<K-t ) ecv*c) ecv h) e<V*< ) =
{Q(h ^j.) 9C-JÏ 9C-ft-£-£) e<-fc-f+£)
f

+

+

0

(j.-ft ^)ecfc f-^e(ft-^)^>y
+

+

Ac this puinc, one should no cice chat che Jacobian of Che transformation
(7.7) is 1/2.
Expanding the detal funccion :(E-h) and using £q. (7.26), one gees four
contributions fcr Che S term in eq. (7.25).

Here, we calculate

expLicitLy only the firsc contribution, since the other contributions,
give identical results. We denote this contribution by CI. We have

£p£JLr

[jfc JaJb * ( * f ) e f - W ^ - # * * - * * >

m

+

+

_ 4- X J Since there are four contributions like (7.27);

we find after multi-

plying by four

He now use the definition (7.2b) which gives the physical 2p2h level
density.

«ftt

Me find

VtfOt,

«V*.

(fa,)

&

5ch Example
As the Last example, we calculate the T E term in the 2p-2h level density.
this term represents the lowest order dependence on the temperature.

Using the Sommerfeld expansion (7.20), we find that the T

term, which

corresponds toYdefinition (7.1), is

[ &'(vy K H ) e(v%) &(V«f)
+ 8'(£,-f )eÇV2 ) & ( y **>B<V«i)
F

F

B

e

+s'(£ -t,) w v v ) ^ - V ) <V *«)
+ W<V^9(Ê -£ )B(V-É )BCV*,)l[-EtCW]
F

t

F

ir

(7.30)

There are four equal contributions Ln eq. (7,30).

It is Chus suffi

cient to consider only che first.

,

Introducing the variables (7.7), one has for che produce of the three
the ta functions :

+ ec-* £ jp-)ecfc-£--3.)e(-bx
+

+

(7.31)
There are three terms Ln eq. (7.31) which ail give equal contributions
to Che integral (7.30).
term in (7.31).

We thus consider in decail only Che second

ALI together there are 4 x 3 = »2 equal contributions

to the Lntergral (7.30).

'.Je denote bv <+' 1 che one chosen contribution.

cW

5

We have

4a.

(7.32)

Since there are cuelve contribution» like (7,32) we find chat eq. (7,30)
r

yields

q

C T , )
( E T

N

=

Jt-*1*£

.

(7.33)

Ue now use the definition (7.2b) which gives ti>e physical 2p2h level
density,

l.'e finally find

<v*

v*

%*

(W

3

Observe that the result (7.29) and (7.34) agrees with the corresponding
result in ref. {{&]-

8.

CONCLUSIONS

We present a general iteration procedure to calcuLate m-particle n-hole
level densities of any single particle Hamiitonian, including the Pauli
principle*

Ue use this approach to derive analytical expressions for

the semiclassical level densities up to five particles and five holes
of the isotropic harmonic oscillator, in the Thomas-Fermi approximation,

Ue learn chat the Pauli exclusion principle is more important at lower
excitation energies and for higher particle-hole multiplicity, and

- JO -

should not be neglected in the calculation of level densities.

The

available phase space at the Fermi surface is depleted for partielehoLe excitations with m i* n (except for the singLe particle).

The comparison of the sum over n-particle n-hole densities with a
statistical level density formula gives very good agreement up to
the energy corresponding to the excitation of the highest np-nh state
included in the sum.
ta the case of a Uoods-Saxon potential, the continuum contribution
has to be subtracted from the level densities in order to obtain finite
results, which leads to a maximum of the Ip-lh level density instead
of a monotonically increasing function as in the case of a HO potential.
The investigation on finite temperature effects shows an increase of
the linear response function of the HO with temperature due to thermal
fluctuations.

Pairing correlations are found to reduce the Iplh level density,
which sets in at an energy of twice the pairing gap.

Finally, a procedure is derived to Tayior expand mp-nh level densities
properly.

This can be of importance for practical problems.

Several

examples have been worked out explicitly.
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Figure Captions

Figure^ :
a) The setniclassicaL 2-parcicle 2-hole level densicy 8^0211 ^

S o

<

^ *

l

ne

*- )

and the average exacc one (dots) as functions of energy, E, in u n i t s
of o-sciUator constant h- .
b) The semiclassical 3-parCicle level densicy g , (Solid line) and the
corresponding average exacc one. Note that we use a linear scale
here and s t i l l get good agreement.

Figura_2
The effect of the Pauli principle on the semiclassical 5-particle 5-hole
level density £: =. • The upper (dashed) curve is calculated without
D

taking Pauli exclusion into account, whereas Che lover (solid) one is
the full level density including the Pauli principle.

The excitation level density g. ,. (lowest curve) through g, -.
(uppermost curve) .

F_igura_i
The statistical excitation level density (see eq. (3.8))

t

dotted line,

and the sum Z. . a. ... full curve.
i=l

"ipih

Figure_ 5
<

The n-particLe densities g> through g-. The points on the energy axis
with TiZç are indicated by arrows (see text for discussion)*

Figure_6
Level den
densities g
.for m A n and m,n j* 0. Note the different energy
mpnn
scales in each graph.

Figure 2
-

The subtracted l-particle 1-hoie level density of the Woods-Saxon potential

Figure^g
Temperature dependence ii the Linear response function g

(

.

for the

harmonic oscillator in the temperature range T - 0 MeV until
T - 20 M«V.

Figure^

The influence of a pairing correlation on the I - p a r t i c l e 1-hole level
density for the harmonic o s c i l l a t o r . The curve with a pairing gap of
i * I MeV sets in at an energy of 2Û » 2 KeV (see arrow).
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